
Slides of Handshapes followed by comprehensive video of alphabet/words.

Presentation 1 - Alphabet



Make sure fingers are 
tight together with 

thumb tucked in 
against palm.

Be sure your thumb 
remains straight up on 

the side.

Presentation 1Letters A - B



Connect thumb to 3 fingers 
forming round space 

between fingers and palm.
Place fingers tightly 

together.

Presentation 1Letters C - D



Make round “ok” 
shape with index 

finger and thumb- be 
sure remaining 3 
fingers are tightly 
placed together

Presentation 1Letters E - F



Hold hand 
horizontally- with 
index and middle 

finger tightly together-

Hold hand 
horizontally- with 
index finger and 

thumb creating small 
gap between each 

other

Presentation 1Letters G - H



Using same handshape 
as the letter “I” Draw 
“j” shape in the air.

Hold pinky up-
crossing thumb over 

remaining fingers.

Presentation 1Letters I - J



Using pointer finger 
and thumb create “L” 

shape with hand

Put up two fingers like 
a peace sign- then 
place thumb up in 
between the two 

fingers.

Presentation 1Letters K - L



Put 2 fingers down 
over your thumb-
placing thumb in 

between pinky and 
ring finger.

Put 3 fingers down 
over your thumb-
placing thumb in 
between pinky 
and ring finger.

Presentation 1Letters M - N



Create Peace sign with 
thumb in the middle 

and flip into 
downward position 
with palm of hand 

facing you.

Connect all fingers to 
thumb making “O” 

Shape

Presentation 1Letters O - P



Cross index finger in 
front of middle finger 

– and place thumb 
over remaining two 

fingers. 

Using same handshape 
as the letter “G” flip 

into down ward 
position with palm 
facing towards you.

Presentation 1Letters Q - R



Place thumb in 
between Index and 

Middle Finger
Make a closed fist- be 
sure thumb is in front 
of your other fingers

Presentation 1Letters S - T



Separate your “U” 
hand shape- into a 

peace sign for V
Put up your index and 
pointer finger- place 
tightly together with 

your thumb over 
fingers that are down.

Presentation 1Letters U - V



Bend pointer finger 
while keeping other 
fingers down in fist 

form.

Hold up 3 middle 
fingers and spread 

apart into “w” shape.
Touch thumb to pinky 

Presentation 1Letters W - X



Using pointer finger 
draw a “z” shape in 

the air

Place Pinky and 
Thumb up and the rest 
of your fingers tightly 

down

Presentation 1Letters Y - Z



Transcript

Presentation 1Video: Signing the Alphabet

Alphabet%20Transcript%201%20-%20Justine%20Litras.docx


This sign is used to ask or tell someone your name-
sign followed by fingerspelling of your name

Shape fingers on both hands into letter “H” 
shape. Then tap twice on top of one 

another. 

Presentation 1Signing Names



This sign can be used when asking someone to 
fingerspell a word that you lack the sign for. 

For this sign just wiggle your 
fingers while pulling hand 

from left to right.

Presentation 1Fingerspelling



Using Pointer finger near mouth- rotate in 
circular motion.

This in sign language refers to 
someone who is not Deaf.

Shape fingers into letter “D” Hand Shape 
and touch from ear around to your mouth

Presentation 1Hearing



Presentation 1Video: Alphabet - Part 2

Transcript

Alphabet%20Transcript%202%20-%20Justine%20Litras%20.docx


See you soon for our next topic!
If you have any questions feel free to email me at 

Justinelitras@yahoo.com

Presentation 1Wrap Up
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